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GENERATIONS OF MEN is a 8x60 returning 

drama series. 

 

Inspired by Judith Wright’s historical novel, 

GENERATIONS OF MEN details the brutal birth 

of the Australian nation and its early history of 

pioneering, blackbirding and immigration in 

Central Queensland. 

Amidst    the  separation  of  the Queensland 

state from New South Wales in 1859 and 

ending in 1901 with Federation’s introduction 

of the White Australian Policy, the characters 

are drawn from a rich multicultural history. 

Together the many perspectives of First 

Nations, Torres Strait Islanders, South Pacific 

Islanders, Chinese, English, Irish immigrants 

and early pioneers are unified. 

A sweeping historical drama exploring how 

we survived the birth of the Australian Nation 

through the gaze of our female heroines. 

GENERATIONS OF MEN marks the first of its 

kind bringing the truth of Australia’s dramatic 

founding history to the centre stage.   

1860s. Pre-federation Australia. 

When  May Mackenzie’s mother  dies a  

harrowing  death  deep  in  the Queensland 

bush her family vows to never return. However, 

May takes up a new vow when she marries cattle 

farmer Albert Wright and is lured by love back 

to the landscape of her mother’s demise.

logline the world



“But I am a stranger come of a conquering people.

I cannot share his calm, who watch his lake, 

being unloved by all my eyes delight in

and made uneasy, for an old murders sake.’

At Cooloobah - Judith Wright My Brilliant Career (1979)



Historically inspired by Judith Wright’s 
Grandmother, it is through May’s eyes that 
the world is viewed. Adventurous like her 
father with youthful ignorance. May comes 
to recognises her mother’s strength and 

determination within herself. 

35 years old. English settler. Arthur is a 
dreamer who idolises the unforgiving 
Australian landscape. Naturally charismatic 
and adventurous, his combined confidence 
and naivety is a cause for concern for those 
around him. Historically inspired by Judith 

Wright’s great grandfather.

Albert Wright

A First Nations women from Darumbal 
Country  forced to take on domestic work as 
a maid. Astute with a deep warmth, Minnie 
has learnt to be demure and cautious in 

order to stay out of trouble.

A First Nations stockman from Darumbal 
country who has taken on work as a guide 
and farm hand for new settlers. Cheerful and 
hardworking despite what he’s seen. His  
focus is to make the best of circumstances 
and watch out for Minnie. Amused and 
occasionally frustrated by the actions of 

Arthur and other white men.

characters

A quiet, pensive exterior that masks a deeply 

emotional interior, Albert has a long history of 

isolation on this land. As a result he desperately 

clings to the warmth of family and loved ones. 

A silent observer, Albert carries the burdens 

of all the suffering he has seen play out on 

this land. 

Historically inspired by Judith Wright’s 
Great Grandmother, Weeta is a woman of 
her time. Softly spoken and cautious with 
a strong protective core. A realist with 
an honest outlook, learned in order to 

compliment her foolhardy husband. 

May Mackenzie Weeta Mackenzie  

Arthur Mackenzie

Paddy

Minnie 

characters
Picnic at Hanging Rock 2017



A  bold and proud Gaangalu woman from 
the land of Nulabin. Deeply connected 
to the land and it’s dreaming, a source of 
knowledge that becomes crucial for all 
struggling to survive in Nulabin. Her strength 
is seen in her refusal to bow to white law 
and continued connection to culture.

A young South Sea Islander woman who 

has lost her family and twin brother to 

blackbirding in the sugar industry. Her faith 

becomes her only source of protection 

from her fears, leading her to be deeply 

superstitious in dark times. Haunted by the 

call of the ocean and the temptation to seek 

out her island and family. 

Irish Catholic and historically inspired by the 

labour politician, William is a young shearer 

and future minister of the labour party. A 

man of strong beliefs and determination. 

His physically draining work on the land 

helps calm his busy mind. 

Judy Sam Hand

Historically inspired, Sam built his business 

on the Palmer goldfields. Connected to 

power and influence through his services as 

an interpreter. A Cunning businessman with 

a deep empathy for newcomers isolated 

within the Rockhamption community.

Yu Yan

Betrothed to Sam Hand but delayed in 

her arrival due to increasing immigration 

restrictions. Loyal with a sensitivity to the 

spirit and energy of the body. Her knowledge 

of Chinese medicine becomes sought after 

within the community of Rockhampton.

First Nation woman from Gaangalu Nation 

Country. Judy’s orphaned child who 

survived Mackay’s Leap. Bold and aware 

of the harsh reality she has been born into. 

Conflicted by her love for her German 

missionary adopted parents and the ghost 

of her mother’s memory. Determined to 

make good of herself but longing to return 

to country. 

Johanna

 
William Hamilton

Tama



epi-
sode 

The History behind Sam Hand

The period of 1850 – 1870 was devastating for China. The Opium Wars had 
allowed Britain to force self-sufficient China to trade with them. Many Chinese 
men left China for the “New Gold Mountain” in order to support their families 
from afar. The Chinese Miners were considered aliens to other miners. Their 
presence and success unsettled miners who called for anti-chinese legislation 
to restrict their migration, this grew into the White Australian Policies of 1901. 
With the Chinese came the use of Opium which had a disastrous effect on the 
indigenous people. By 1897 the effect of opium on indigenous people was so 
extreme the Queensland government introduced the Aboriginal Protection and 
Restriction of the Sale of Opium Act. This Act was the first piece of legislation 
allowing the forcible removal of indigneous people.

Shearers’ strike camp, Hughenden, central Queensland, 1891 Chinese placer miner, 1870s

The History behind William Hamilton

The union movement was both divisive and unifying for Australia. With 
Melbourne and Sydney calling for the ending of “non-union” labour, a 
euphemism for Chinese, Torres Strait and South Sea Islanders who were 
excluded from joining unions campaigning for better working conditions. 
Queensland and Northern Territory were hesitant to follow the movement 
with their harsh conditions and cattle, sugar and mining industries heavily 
dependant on the cheap labour. Whilst the 1891 shearers strike led to the 
formation of the labour party in Australia, it also led to the introduction of the 
White Australia Policy. This movement in history is marked by its exclusion of 
some and unification of others.

history



The History behind Tama

Many South Sea Islanders  and Torres Strait people were brought to Queensland 
to work on the sugar plantations. Blackbirding was the illegal practice of coercion 
used to force South Sea Islanders and Torres Straight people into indentured 
labour on the plantations in return for “a ticket to heaven”. It is Australia’s own 
history of slavery.

Everything changed in 1901 with the Union movements rallying to remove 
cheap labour alternatives and calling for the deportation of Plantation workers 
through the White Australian Policy’s Pacific Island Labourers Act. 

In response to this, a Pacific Islands Association was formed by Henry Tonga, 

WGN’s Underground 2016

Pacific Islander slave labourers on a Queensland pineapple plantation in the 1819s

which petitioned for the plantation workers to stay and continue to live on this 
land many now considered “home”.  The South Sea Islanders, Torres Strait and 
Aboriginal people both had shared experiences of marginalisation and differing 
points of privilege. Some South Sea Islanders were granted land from their work 
on Plantations yet this granting of land was not extended to the traditional owners 
of the land. 



Saving Mr Banks (2013)



pilot synopsis
On the eve of May Mckenzie’s 7th birthday in 

1859 the state of Queensland divides itself 

from the borders of New South Wales and 

the McKenzie family embark on a treacherous 

journey north. Lured by rumours of a “land of 

milk and honey north of the new border” and 

land rich for raising cattle, the journey is not 

an easy one. Weeta McKenzie is pregnant with 

a second child and the shadow of bloodshed 

at Hornet Bank lurks over her.

Weeta is not alone in her concern. Both Minnie 

and Paddy - maid and work hand hired from 

the port of Rockhampton - are acutely aware 

that they are leaving their Darumbal land 

for unknown territory and harbour far less 

optimism as to the wealth waiting on the other 

side. Their journey is interrupted when Weeta 

goes into labour prematurely. Suddenly, May 

is confronted with the power and horror of the 

female body and is forced to recognise the 

realities of what it means to live as a woman in 

this unwelcoming, unyielding land.

Through a lens never before seen, Australia’s 

most beloved poet, social activist and lesser 

known novelist Judith Wright details the 

account of her grandmothers’ journey from a 

young girl through to womanhood. In the far 

northern reaches of some of Australia’ most 

hostile territory she must navigate her path 

from wife, mother to independant owner of 

a successful beef cattle station amidst the 

politics and agony of life on a sunburnt land. 



episode breakdown

Episode 1 (pilot)
Prologue. In the wake of Queensland’s separation from New South 
Wales, Arthur Mackenzie pulls his family by wagon onto land untouched 
by white settlers and their cattle. It is an uneasy journey for Weeta 
Mackenzie, pregnant with her and Arthur’s second child and haunted 
by the rumours of the Murder at Hornet bank. Her water breaks too 
soon and a young May Mackenzie is forced to witness the powerful and 
terrifying potential of the female body.

Episode 2
In the vineyards of Dalwood a young charismatic May blossoms. On 
her 16th birthday she is invited to the wedding of her close friend 
Mary Wright and there meets Mary’s mysterious older brother Albert. 
Romance blooms with May announcing news of their betrothal, deaf to 
their concerns of her grandparents that she will meet the same fate as 
her mother up North. 

Sweet Country (2017)



Episode 3
While May eagerly awaits marriage, Albert struggles to turn his property 
Nulalbin into a place fit for a lady. Floods plague his cattle and the 
Native Police reveal their murdersome nature.  Despite his best efforts 
the brutality of the North with its blatant blackbirding shocks young 
May when she arrives. Together they travel through the wild west of 
Rockhampton, past her mother’s grave and her fathers failed ventures, 
omens of her past and future history with this land.  

Episode 4
Isolated on the Nulabin property May struggles to make friends with 
the natives or the people in the camp. She mistakenly trusts Sergeant 
Johnson head of the Native police, putting young Tama’s life at risk. 
Droughts force the camp to rely on contaminated water, causing May to 
fall dangerously ill with the Dawson Spue. An unexpected miscarriage 
creates an unlikely friendship between May, Mrs Turner and a native 
woman called Judy. 

Episode 5
The miscarrage creates an unspoken abyss between May and Albert 
as they struggle to raise a family on the land. Judy discovers the truth 
behind Johnson’s nickname ‘Black Sergeant’ and is forced to flee 
his violent wrath. News filters into camp about a growing movement 
amongst the shearers dissatisfied with their work conditions, young 
William Hamilton takes keen interest. The death of a second child drives 
Albert and May to abandon Nulabin and rebuild their life in the gentler 
climate of Wongwibinda. 

Episode 6
Riddled with guilt and debt Albert works himself to the bone. While out 
on a muster he hears news of long lost Judy. A tracker confesses of her 
and her child being driven to the edge of a cliff in Mackay, where she 
chose to jump rather than face Sergent Johnson’s rifle. Albert returns 
home struggling with the loss of both Judy and yet another innocent 
child. Old friends provide some comfort with William returning at the 
head of the shearers strike and Sam Hand confiding his struggles with 
the new restrictions on chinese workers.

Episode 7
In a last attempt to avoid bankruptcy Albert travels north, contracting 
a deadly bout of pneumonia. His feverish dreams are haunted by the 
ghosts of Nulabin led by their lost son Bertie. Suddenly after years of 
working together, May finds herself widowed with looming debts. A 
growing economic depression tests the strength of the community. 
William is jailed for his involvement in the shearers strike. Sam and Yu 
Yan struggle against increasing Chinese exclusions. Some joy is found 
when May is reunited with Judy’s daughter who survived Mackay’s leap.

Episode 8
May refuses to abandon the property and take up a widows pension. 
Armed with her charm and aided by Sam Hand’s cunning she convinces 
the banks to let her continue. Six years on and her cattle take out first 
prize at the country show. William Hamilton appears to share his new 
passion for politics and rumours of a Australian labor party forming after 
federation. Talk of federations concerns Sam Hand, Yu Yan and Tama, 
who are not sure whether they will be welcome in this new nation.



point of difference
Female Strength

Generations of Men seeks to revisit and re-evaluate the home front 
and the role played by women. It acknowledges the isolation and 
strength of the women living on those early cattle stations.

In a world where our screens are flooded with gore, the female body 
is often sexualised and sterilised. In Generations of Men, realities 
of growth and birth become a focal point in order to convey the 
heroism of the home front and the power of the female body.

This series is founded upon different values. It does not wish to 
glorify traditional “masculine” ideas of dominance and destruction, 
often attributed to strength and power. Instead it glorifies “feminine” 
strength which manifests in the form of forgiveness, endurance, 
sacrifice and selfless love. Qualities which unify a nation, rather than 
divide. This series priorities passionate, violent images of love rather 
than violent images of hate. This foundational value shift is crucial in 
order to celebrate the forgotten characters of history.

Indigenous Relationships and Language

Judith Wright’s honest representation of the brutal treatment of 
the Indigenous people and fear-fueled actions of the early settlers 
gives stark realism to an often avoided topic of Australian history. 
The Indignenous perspective to this history is often unheard due to 
its oral nature. This series honours Wrights’ legacy through its focus 
on Indigenous relationships. Through a process of collaboration 
with Indigenous communities in Central Queensland, Indigenous 
perspectives and languages are embedded in the script.

Australia’s history and identity is not as simple as “black” 
and “white”. Every character has authentic ancestry which is 
respected in our casting process. This means the Darumbal 
dialogue written through collaboration with Darumbal elders, 
will be spoken by an actor of Darumbal ancestry. It is this attention 
to detail that will ensure our representation and inclusions of 
different Indigenous language is authentic and holds integrity. 
A process which is applied to all the cultures and languages of 
the characters in the series.



“Did we not know their blood channelled our rivers, 

and the black dust our crops ate was their dust?

O all men are one man at last. We should have known

the night that tidied up the cliffs and hid them

had the same question on its tongue for us.

And there they lie that were ourselves writ strange.”

 New England - Judith Wright



tone + style

This series is about many perspectives and the cinematography is a reflection of that. As our characters look out at the natural landscape, the land returns 

her unflinching gaze. The powerful shifts in the landscape can be conveyed through natural light, at times soft and forgiving but at other times brutal and 

harsh. This is one method that allows us to personify nature, creating relationships and responses between it and our characters. Our encapsulation of 

Central Queensland’s natural beauty should demand reverence and hint at a foreboding ominance.

Sound plays a crucial role throughout the story. Entirely diegetic, field recordings create a sonic immersion into the overwhelming beauty and terror of 

the Australian wildlife. In this work the voices of the natural envirionment is equal to the dialogue, creating a raw sense of mood which rises and falls with 

the story beats. 

Even the music and source of melody are imbedded in the world of the scene with historical and traditional songs infused into the narrative. This is 

partnered with the featuring of folk and cultural singers in order to create an authentic soundtrack of melodies of the people and the time. 

Sound

Visual





team
Joanna Joy – creator / writer / director /

 

Recent recipient of the Creative Young Leaders Fellowship from Create 

NSW, Joanna Joy is a Sydney based multi-disciplinary artist. 

Her work blurs the boundaries between experimental film, theatre & 

performance art. Through her practice Joanna uses research to explore 

ideas of origin, connection and counter narratives. Joanna has recently 

returned from the LungA School in Iceland to see her film ‘Pane Di Vita’ 

screened at Sydney’s For Film’s Sake Festival, the Melbourne Women in 

Film Festival and ATOM Awards. Joanna’s last production with the House 

that Dan Built toured both Sydney Fringe and Newcastle’s TiNA festival. 

As part of her fellowship Joanna is now being mentored by director 

Danielle O’Keefe in the development of her next project ‘Generations 

of Men’.

Elizabeth Simard – producer / co-creator 

Elizabeth is a writer, director and producer with experience across a 

diverse range of international productions. 

In 2013 she produced and co-wrote 4 time nominated international short 

film, ‘Paladin’ which premiered at 168Film Festival, Los Angeles and in 

2014 worked on independent Australian feature ‘Rise’ which secured a 

place in the Official Selection for the 5th AACTA AWARDS voting going 

on to secure international distribution. Other credits include ‘The Neon 

King’ (2016), Rider (2016), Fitting (2018) and international anthology 

feature ‘On The Move’ which had its world premiere at the 2018 Beijing 

Int. Film Festival [BJIFF] with it’s Australian premiere held at the  Brisbane 

Int. Film Festival [BIFF] going on to screen at the Cannes Film Festival in 

2019.   



In 2019 she worked with Ludo Studio on Australia’s first ever vertical 

video comedy series ‘Content’ (starring Charlotte Nicdao and Gemma 

Bird Mattheson). Elizabeth’s current focus is on the development of rich 

Australian content with universal themes aimed at global audiences.

Wayne Blair – project consultant 

Wayne Blair is an acclaimed film, television and theatre director, writer, 

actor and producer.

Wayne’s debut hit feature film, THE SAPPHIRES, a musical comedy, 

had its world premiere at the Cannes Film Festival in 2012. The film 

has since played at festivals including Telluride, Toronto, Aspen, Zurich 

and Hamburg, earning him worldwide recognition. THE SAPPHIRES 

was the highest grossing Australian film of 2012 and won eleven 

AACTA Awards, including Best Director and Best Film. In 2013 Wayne 

directed SEPTEMBERS OF SHIRAZ, which featured at the 2015 Toronto 

International Film Festival and opened the San Diego Film Festival, with 

an impressive award winning cast including Salma Hayek and Adrien 

Brody. In 2015 and 2016 Wayne co-produced and directed CLEVERMAN 

series 1 and 2 – an innovative six-part futuristic action drama for US 

network ABC-TV, starring Game of Thrones’ Iain Glen, Frances O’Connor 

and Deborah Mailman.  Wayne’s latest film, TOP END WEDDING starred 

Miranda Tapsell and was released theatrically in 2019. Other TV credits 

include BITE CLUB for Channel 10; LOVE CHILD for Channel 9; the 

iconic film DIRTY DANCING for Lionsgate TV/ABC US network, starring 

Abigail Breslin, Sarah Hyland and Debra Messing; REDFERN NOW for 

ABC TV, LOCKIE LEONARD Series 1 and 2 for the Channel 9; Australian-

British children’s supernatural comedy TV series DEAD GORGEOUS for 

the BBC and Australian children’s TV series DOUBLE TROUBLE. Wayne 

wrote the episode 1788 of the MY PLACE series 2 for ABC-TV and an 

episode for the second series of THE CIRCUIT, which won an AWGIE 

Award for Best Original miniseries in 2009.

Sweet Country (2017)



GENERATIONS OF MEN was given to me by my father when I was 14 years 
old who told me that despite it’s name, it was actually all about the women. It’s 
with this lens that I read Generations of Men and it’s with that lens that I intend 
to adapt it. I’ve grown tired of watching battle bloodshed in films heralded as 
strength, and the female ability to create human life skipped over as a mere 
domesticity. I wanted to create a work that valued love and creation over 
hatred and destruction. I wanted to bring the homefront to the forefront of 
the screen and listen to female struggles to nurture families on this sunburnt 
country. 
I also want to pay tribute to the legacy of Judith Wright, who was ahead of 
her time in her campaigning for Indigenous and environmental rights. For me 
this meant I needed to shoot on the land of the story and include the people 
and languages of that land. Only then would we be upholding her legacy with 
authenticity and integrity. 

director’s statement
Saving Mr Banks (2013)

This led my Producer and I to Central Queensland where we’ve spent some 
weeks listening to the stories and histories of the land. One comment from 
Woorabindah has stayed with me because of it’s encapsulation of our approach 
on this series. A man named Anthony explained that it was easier to divide 
people into “black” and “white” but that the truth lay in the shades of power 
divvied up across the nation. Since talking to Anthony, every character has 
been attributed a unique ancestry that adds to the complexity of Australia’s 
past and multi-cultural identity. The term “white” or “western” is often used to 
identify the English, Irish, German, Norwegian and many other settlers who 
in actual fact were not so unified and struggled to resolve their own religious 
and political views. In the same way, the term “black” combines a large 
variety of cultural groups such as Torres Strait, South Sea Isander and many 
Indigenous tribes who had very different experiences of marginalisation and 
privilege. Only by moving away from this ‘Black and White’ history of Australia 
and breaking down the complex makeup of our nation can we ever see our 
identity reflected on the screen. 



Although fragmented, Australian history is not in tatters.  When we look beyond 
the grey sepia of our history books to the diversity of culture and tradition we 
see it is rich, vibrant and complex. Generations of Men seeks to present a 
slice of not only the stories of early settlers and First Nations people but the 
stories of a variety of cultures who grappled with their identity and fought for 
survival on the Australian land in all its gory detail and kaleidoscopic beauty.
 
Through the ancestral eyes of Australia’s most beloved poet, a sweeping 
narrative brings to life the identity crisis leading to federation and creation of 
the white Australia policy in a way never before seen.
 
On this journey we have been honoured to sit across from strangers carrying 
sixty five thousand years of story in their eyes. Strangers who have generously 
opened up their hearts and homes and shared with us their family’s history 
of displacement and heartbreak amidst a surprising optimism. Strangers 
with the only thing in common being the land we live on and a desire for 
acknowledgement of place and home. Strangers who have become friends 
and gone on to speak of the hope they have in the future of this nation and in 
the recognition of its people.

producer’s statement
This is a series which will satiate a thirst for a national identity by creating a 
timeless narrative giving voice to the tapestry of cultures who recognised 
that the reconciliation of a people could be found in the unified celebration 
of our differences long before we ever came to imagine there was a need for 

an answer. 

The Nightingale (2019)



Outlander (2015)

Sweet Country (2017)
Outlander (2018)

Call The Midwife (2012)



audience
GENERATIONS OF MEN speaks to a primary female audience of 25 - 45yrs 

in metro and regional areas. Statistics have shown that in both regional 

and metro communities women make up the largest audience and that 

‘self-recognition’ for audience members is a key part of engagement.

Through the eyes of strong female protagonists battling on the home-

front of an early Australia the series gives voice to a perspective rarely 

heard and directly appeals to our target demographic.

 

Just as Starz’ Outlander TV series places its lead characters within a variety 

of historical events and details the bloody birth of a nation GENERATIONS 

OF MEN weaves the core characters in a similar way and delivers on 

premiere content to satisfy the demands of a premium cable audience.

 

Through the epic depiction of an array of diverse cultures grappling to 

find home amidst a new world, universal themes of survival, identity and 

reconciliation are explored. This creates strong appeal for a wide audience 

even beyond the target demographic making it the viewing choice for 

families globally.

Bringing “Screen Tourism” to the Region

 

GENERATIONS OF MEN is a production which seeks to promote 

Rockhampton and Central Queensland destinations as a premier film 

location and travel destination. A project made for an international 

audience it has potential reach into the millions.

 

Looking to the success of Starz’ Outlander series, GENERATIONS OF 

MEN will adopt a proven strategy with the intention to deliver on a 

similar spike to that of the “Outlander effect” which saw huge increases 

in tourism and tourist spend in regional film locations (67% increase 

since 2013). 

 

With proactive promotion, sustainable management and careful 

product development GENERATIONS OF MEN seeks to enhance 

direct expenditure revenue from visitors who travel to see the filming 

locations or destinations that inspire our storylines.



thank you
Elizabeth Simard - Producer
e. elizabethsimard@gmail.com
m. 0405914306



TARGET AUDIENCE STRATEGIES ACTIVITIES
Stage 1 - Workshops

Emerging Creative Practitioners
Film Students (CQ Uni)
Film Teachers (CQ Uni)
General Public

Workshops to provide rural 
creatives an opportunity to upskill 
and network with experienced 
industry practitioners. 

Promoted through ABC Capricorn 
& local media. Collaborative 
partnerships with CQ Uni, 
Rockhampton Council & Art 
Gallery. 

Stage 2 - Proof of concept film - Partly funded by Flying Arts Alliance
Film Students (CQ Uni)
Regional Creatives & Actors
Emerging Practitioners
Film Festival Circuit Audiences
Regional & Indigenous Councils
Travel Audiences & Tourism

Employment & Training 
opportunities through John 
Person Consulting.
Project strategy to align with 
Jobs Queensland Industry 10 
year Roadmap and action Plan to 
bridge metro and regional divide

Create training and employment 
opportunities for Indigenous and 
Torres Strait Islanders with local 
organisations working within 
production. 
Promote region as film and travel 
destination through festival circuit. 

Stage 3 - Screening Exhibition - Partly funded by Flying Arts Alliance
Festival Audiences
Patrons of Arts
Central Queensland Community
Indigenous Elders
Production Companies
Arts & Culture
Artists & Art workers

Exhibition will engage relevant 
stakeholders across festival 
circuit, art curators, local & 
indigenous councils in order 
to generate attendance and 
engagement with central 
Queensland artists and history.
Collate, preserve and present 
marginalized histories of the 
Central Queensland.

Touring exhibition to regional 
galleries such as The Coalface 
Art Gallery (Moranbah), 
Rockhampton Art Gallery as well 
as metro galleries such as the 
Judith Wright Centre (Brisbane) 
and Power House Museum 
(Sydney).
On-flight entertainment for 
regional flights and magazine 
spreads. 
Screening via NITV Programming. 
Festival submissions to Cannes 
Int. Film Festival, Berline Int. 
Film Festival, SXSW, Raindance, 
Flicker Festival, Byron Bay 
International Festival, Sydney 
Film Festival. 

Stage 4 - TV Series 
Female audiences 25 - 55 years
Production Companies
Film Festivals
Tourism Agendas & Companies
TV Streaming audiences

Regional viewers consume 
more TV than people in Metro 
communities1 with women the 
largest viewing audiences2. This 
project will allow regional and 
female viewers to see themselves 
reflected on screen and increased 
engagement and attraction to 
regional locations and female 
driven narratives. 

The Series will be solely shot in 
Central Queensland and generate 
local jobs whilst feeding into local 
economy and tourism. 
Writers rooms will upskill female 
writers from Indigenous, Torres 
Strait, South Sea and Chinese 
heritage. 
Series to be screened nationally 
and internationally. 
Engagement across print & media 
publications. 

1(Source: Screen Australia fact finder ‘Time spent viewing free to air Television by age and gender’)
2 (Source: Screen Australia fact finder ‘Time spent viewing free to air Television by age and gender’) 3 
(Source: Anderson & Daniels ‘Film Dialogue, broken down by age and gender’)



EXPENDITURE
(based on award rates unless otherwise specified)

TOTAL COST
(of each item)

Flying Arts 
Alliance 

Community 
Grant

(applying)

Isaac RADF
(pending 

confirmation)

Rockhampton 
RADF

(confirmed and 
received)

GoldWind 
Community 

Fund
(pending 

confiramtion)

CQ University
(confirmed in-

kind)

In-Kind
(confirmed)

ScreenQld 
Financing
(pending 

confirmation)

John Pearson 
Consulting

(support confirmed)

Qantas 
Regional Grant

(pending 
confirmation)

CreateNSW
(received and 

confirmed)

Screenrights 
Cultural Fund

(pending 
confirmation)

Stage 1 - Regional Development Workshops 2020
Communty Storyboard Workshop - Peter Sheehan (artist fee) $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Community Sound Workshop - Folklore Sound (artist fee) $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Community Directing Workshop - Wayne Blair - (artist fee) $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Communty Acting Workshop - Joanna Joy - (arist fee) $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Community Producing Workshop - Elizabeth Simard (artist fee) $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Community Cinematographer Workshops - Ash Barron (artist fee) $1,000.00 $1,000.00
VENUE HIRE
Rockhampton Art Gallery $750.00 $750.00
Clark Creek Community School $750.00 $750.00
Woorabinda - Duringa Community Hall $750.00 $750.00
Dreamtime Centre $750.00 $750.00
CQ University Facilities $5,000.00 $5,000.00
ADMIN / MARKETING
Marketing and press coordinator $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Administration $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Auspice fees (5%) $705.00 $310.00
Public Liability Certificate $800.00
TRAVEL TO CQ:
Location Scout (inc. food, travel, accom, expenses) $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Flights - Sydney to Rockhamption x3 $3,000.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00
Flights - Brisbane to Rockhampton x3 $1,500.00 $1,500.00
Car hire x2 $1,600.00 $1,600.00
Petrol $300.00 $300.00
 Stage 2 - Proof of Concept (Short Film) 2020 - $17,570
KEY CREATIVES
Script consultation (Margaret Hornegold elder of BKY) $1,800.00 $1,800.00
Script Co-Writer (Nicky Hatfield keeper of Darumbal language) $1,800.00 $1,800.00
Script consultation (Joey Chan Chinese language advisor) $1,800.00 $1,800.00
Editors Fee $1,800.00 $1,800.00
Writer/Director Fee $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Directors Attachement (Placement) $1,500.00 $1,500.00
Producer Fee $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Assistant Producer (Placement) $1,500.00 $1,500.00
CREW
Cinematographer Package $5,500.00 $5,000.00 $500.00
1st AC $1,169.00 $1,169.00
2nd AC $1,169.00 $1,169.00
Camera Attachement (Placement) $1,169.00 $1,169.00
1st AD (Assistant Director) $1,698.00 $1,698.00 $1,698.00
2nd AD (Placement) $1,617.00 $1,617.00
Grip $1,169.00 $1,169.00
Gaffer $1,169.00 $1,169.00
Sound Recordist $1,698.00 $1,698.00 $1,698.00
Boom Operator (Placement) $1,698.00 $1,698.00
Costume Designer $2,750.00 $1,410.00 $1,340.00
Costume Assistant $1,256.00 $1,256.00
Costume Attachment (Placement) $1,256.00 $1,256.00
Costume Material $3,800.00 $3,800.00
Makeup Designer $1,439.00 $1,439.00
Makeup Attachment (placement) $918.00 $918.00
SPX Designer $1,482.00 $1,482.00
SPK Attachement (Placement) $741.00 $741.00
SPX Material $1,482.00 $1,482.00
Production Designer $1,234.00 $1,234.00
Production Designer Attachment (placement) $1,234.00 $1,234.00
Prod Designer Materials $1,234.00 $1,234.00
Props $10,000.00 $10,000.00
Livestock Hire $4,000.00 $4,000.00
Wagons $2,000.00 $2,000.00
Livestock Feed and Travel $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Animal Wrangler $1,179.00 $1,179.00
Safety Officer $1,555.00 $1,555.00
Production Assistant / Props Coordinator $1,351.00 $1,351.00
Production Attachement (Placement) $1,351.00 $1,351.00
Location $1,800.00 $1,800.00
On-site vehicle $500.00 $500.00
EQUIPMENT
Camera, Lights, Lenses, Tripod $50,000.00 $50,000.00
TRAVEL TO COMMUNITY:
Flights - Brisbane to Rockhampton $5,000.00 $5,000.00
Car Hire x2 $1,600.00 $1,600.00
Petrol $1,000.00 $1,000.00
Catering $12,000.00 $12,000.00
ACCOMODATION 
Clarkwood Accomodation x 20 people $2,000.00 $2,000.00
POST PRODUCTION
Editor Fee $5,928.00 $2,964.00 $2,964.00
Colourist $1,102.00 $1,102.00
Composor $2,964.00 $1,174.00 $1,174.00
Stage 3 - Screening Exhibition 2020 - ($12,421)
SCREENING
Venue hire $1,500.00 $1,500.00
DCP (for screening) $1,500.00 $700.00 $800
Projectors $500.00
Catering (food + alchohol) $1,500.00 $700.00 $800
EXHIBITION
Torrest Strait Artist Fee  #1 (NAVA) $3,478.00 $1,739.00 $1,739.00
South Sea Islander Artist Fee  #2 (NAVA) $3,478.00 $1,739.00 $1,739.00
First Nations Artist Fee  #3 (NAVA) $3,478.00 $1,739.00
Chinese Artist Artist Fee  #4 (NAVA) $3,478.00
Colonial History Artist Fee  #5 (NAVA) $3,478.00
Torres Strait Research Fee #1 (PHA) $4,305.00 $2,152.00 $2,152.00
South Sea Islander Research Fee #2 (PHA) $4,305.00 $2,152.00 $2,152.00
First Nations Research Fee #3 (PHA) $4,305.00
Chinese Research Fee #4 (PHA) $4,305.00
Colonial Research Fee #5 (PHA) $4,305.00
Indigenous Composer $2,000.00
Travel $5,000.00
Accomodation $5,000.00
Auspice Fee (5%) $1,500.00 $1,500.00
Admin (10%) $24,732.00 $6,183.00 $6,183.00 $9,274.50
Total Cost: $272,464.00
Total Flying Arts Alliance Community Grant: $29,991.00
Total Isaac Regional RADF: $6,400.00
Total Rockhampton RADF: $7,610.00
Total Goldwind Community Fund: $25,679.00
Total CQ University: $61,000.00
In-Kind Support: $35,306.00
Total In-Kind: $32,170.00
Screen Queensland: $11,633.00
Total John Pearson Consulting: $5,000.00
Total Quantas Regional Grant: $5,000.00
Total Create NSW: $17,056.50


